FAQ
Which fuels can I use with IL?
IL is a twin wall gas vent system. IL was designed to be a lightweight gas solution without
added insulation so is only suitable for gas, which burns at a much lower temperature.
How do I put IL together?
IL incorporates a simple twist lock system like many of our other ranges, however IL
is barbless. The direction arrows on the product label are to point down towards the
terminal.
Is a locking band provided?
No, a locking band is not required for IL, it is a simple push ﬁt design. The female swaged
coupler is simply pushed into place and twisted to provide a ﬁrm and secure connection
by a simple locking device.
Do I need any other materials?
Fibre rope and ﬁre cement to seal the appliance connector to the appliance. You will also
need screws and wall plugs for some components.
Do I need to cut any of the lengths?
No there are two adjustable lengths and adjustable elbows to easily ﬁt the right lengths.
I want to ﬁt a gas ﬁre into my house with no chimney, what do I need?
SFL produce a range of ﬂue boxes suitable for a variety of gas ﬁres. In all cases,
consultation with appliance manufacturers recommendations and installation
instructions are essential.

FAQ
How do I connect to a ridge terminal?
This is easily done by connecting to a ridge tile adaptor and bolting it to the ridge terminal, then use silicone to create a gas tight seal.
Can I use IL externally?
IL is suitable for external use, we do however recommend it is only used for short runs
as the auger is air insulated.
Can I use IL on condensing appliances?
No IL is not suitable for condensing appliances and doesn’t have seals available. Nova
(twin wall) and Supra+ (single wall) are products in our range that are suitable for condensing appliances.
Does the ﬂue require servicing?
Yes, the ﬂue must be kept clear at all times and checked regularly during the appliance
maintenance. Please refer to the manufacturer’s instructions for more information.
Can I use IL in my existing chimney?
No, IL is not suitable for use as a chimney liner, however it can be connected to a ﬂexible
chimney liner using our adaptor (04716XX).

